
CHURCHES  &  COMMUNITY  CRICKET  ASSOCIATION

DUTIES  OF  TEAM  CAPTAINS  :  2014-15

Captains are responsible for:-
 Ensuring that play is conducted within the rules and laws of the game; and
 Controlling players so that they act in a sportsmanlike manner within the spirit of the game.

Important duties include:-

1. Appoint a team-mate to set the stumps at the correct height (unless an umpire is provided), ensure that 
the matting is securely pegged and that the boundary markers are placed.  (The same two players, one 
from each team, should be responsible for setting the boundary markers on each playing day).

2. Nominate your team before the toss for choice of innings.  Sheets for exchanging team lists are
contained in the back of the SAMCA scorebook.  The team list should include each player’s last name
and first given name.  In a two-day match, indicate if a player is to be substituted on the second 
day and by whom.

3. Keep a copy of your club’s updated player registration list, the Scores Reporter’s telephone number 
and the Statistical Officer’s email address inside the cover of each team’s scorebook.

4. Delegate reliable players to umpire and appoint capable people to score.

5. Ensure that play commences at the prescribed starting times, including after the tea interval and also 
after any change of innings.

6. Ensure that the batting, bowling and sundries figures entered in the scorebooks tally correctly and 
that the scorebooks are signed by both captains at the end of each day’s play.

7. If you’re the home team (during day one of a two day match), or if you’ve been victorious in a game, 
make sure a member of your team contacts Aaron Burgess with your results prior to 3pm on the 
Sunday following play, so they can be published in the Monday edition of The Advertiser.

There are a number of options for communicating your results to Aaron:
SMS or Phone 0433 790 730

Email aarondavidburgess@live.com.au
or simply comment on the relevant post on the SACCCA Facebook Page:

www.facebook.com/groups/saccca
The innings scores for both sides, plus the names of those players who scored more than 20 runs, or 
took more than two wickets are the details required.

8. Match reports are critical for keeping league ladders and player statistics up-to-date, so it’s compulsory 
that a member of each teams completes a match report for submission to mycricket prior to 5pm on 
the Monday following play.

This season, there are two options for submitting a match report:

Via Spreadsheet – download the Excel document from the website at http://ccca.sa.cricket.com.au/
and email it once completed to cccastatistics@live.com.au

Via mycricket – upload your results directly to mycricket by using a club admin login (please ensure 
your opponent has uploaded a team list prior to the game)

Penalties apply for match reports that are entered after the due date.

9. Ensure that grounds are left in a clean and tidy condition at the completion of each day’s play.

10. Either captain may, if they wish, lodge a Captain’s Report with the Statistical Officer using the 
prescribed “Captain’s Report” form.  These reports must be lodged by 5.00 p.m. on the Monday
following the conclusion of the match to which the report refers.

11. Either captain may report a player’s misconduct using the prescribed “Captain’s Report” form.  
Reports of misconduct must be made in writing and lodged with the Association Secretary by 5.00 p.m. 
on the Sunday following the Match on which the incident occurred. It must briefly describe the 
relevant facts and state the names of the players concerned.



Hot Weather

If, on the evening prior to a scheduled playing day, the Bureau of Meteorology forecast maximum temperature 
for Adelaide for the following day is 40oC or more then play in all grades will be cancelled for that day 
regardless of any subsequent changes in the weather after the forecast.

C. & C.C.A. Rules

Each Captain should have a copy of the C. & C.C.A. Match Rules for 2014-15.

Second Innings

In all two-day matches, and non-programmed one-day matches, our Match Rules require that when both teams 
have completed their first innings, the match must continue in the second innings until the scheduled time for 
completion of play, unless BOTH captains agree to terminate play early.
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